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400 Words

from Doug Brown, Technical Director, Florida School of the Arts

Prevent Burnout: Quit Trying to ‘Save Babies’ Lives’

A

s I reach my 35th

– but not at the expense of making our own

set, lights and other areas, so do your best

year of working

careers unsustainable.

in a “reasonable” amount of time and be

on the production side of theatre, I also
am preparing (for the third time in my

How do we do this? I only have 400
words, but here are some thoughts:

happy with that. The audience will never
notice many of the things we do, and not

career) for a convention panel on “Technical

1) If you are in an academic setting,

accomplishing some of them will not hurt

Director Burnout.” It seems time to put on

remember your mission is to educate and

the story being told. This does not mean you

my old fogey hat and look at what has kept

train your students, not to create a great

turn out junk but does mean that sometimes

me sane (relatively) for all these years.

addition to your portfolio. If you are

good is good enough.

A few folks have criticized me for the

painting the set at 2 a.m. with no students

I’ll get off my soapbox now, but I would

attitude I’m about to express but for the

around (and they should not be around at

love to start a dialogue on this. If you have

most part they did so as a gut reaction, not

that time), you are completely missing the

thoughts on what I’ve written or on pre-

from hearing my full rationale. And to be

point of your mission.

venting burnout in general, e-mail me at

upfront here, this is what works for me –
your take could be totally different.

2) If you do not find time for a life outside

OK, here goes: “We are not saving little

out, not to mention often suffering harm to

babies’ lives here.” What we do in theatre is

your personal life. As the cliché goes, never

provide entertainment, education and often

have someone’s last words been, “Damn, I

an attempt to influence others into seeing

wish I’d spent more time at work.”

our point of view on a subject. As artists, it

3) In production, the work fills the

is our responsibility to put the same effort

time allotted. There is almost always

into our art as a doctor puts into his patients

something else that could be done to the
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of the theatre, you increase the risk of burnLooking for more ideas on how to prevent
burnout? Check your program for details on
a workshop at 1 p.m., Thursday, March 8, at
the SETC Convention.
Have an opinion you would like to share on a
topic related to theatre? Send your column of
400 words or less to deanna@setc.org.
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mountains of Virginia that started in the midst of the Great Depression. Today,
Barter uses a true rep system, a year-round acting company, careful branding and

(LORT) theatre offering a 52-week contract. Barter’s founder, Robert Porterfield,
was also one of SETC’s founders and was the first contributor to the SETC
Endowment. Southern Theatre Editor Deanna Thompson shares Porterfield’s SETC
connections and information on the many scholarships now offered through the
Endowment.
Moving to less traditional forms of theatre, the Burning Man counterculture
festival in the Nevada desert is the focus of several stories in this issue. Dawn
Larsen shares how she uses field trips to this event to get students to “come out
Two of her students provide insights into how the experience inspired greater
creativity and made them better theatre artists. For those who aren’t familiar with
this event, Ward Haarbauer goes behind the scenes at Burning Man to provide
a picture of a festival that is theatre itself.
Those working in the design-tech area will find helpful advice in our regular
“Outside the Box: Design-Tech Solutions” column. Larry Cook details how you
can save time, money and storage space by using XPS foam and a wide-crown
stapler to build profile flats.
In this issue’s “400 Words” column, Doug Brown discusses techniques to
help technical directors avoid burnout – and urges others to share what works
for them via e-mail.
Finally, in our “Words, Words, Words …” book column, Larry McDonald
reviews David Mamet’s new collection of essays, Theatre.
Whether you are a seasoned or an emerging theatre practitioner, we hope
you’ll find intriguing new ideas and inspiration in these pages. Enjoy!

Alan Litsey, SETC President
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outside

the box
DESIGN/
TECH
SOLUTIONS

XPS Foam Flats

Easily Constructed Scenic Units Save Money, Storage Space
by Larry Cook

I

t is rare for our theatre, the Gainesville
Theatre Alliance (GTA), to build classic

modular flats with plywood or fabric
cover, like most of us were taught to build
in college or high school. We keep a small
inventory of standard flats but they are
difficult to store and it is hard to reclaim
the materials used in their construction.
Instead, for large scenic units such as
portals and profile flats that are not your
typical stock flat size, we utilize a system
we have developed over the last few years,
using 1x3 and ¾” thick XPS foam sheets.
We are not the only theatre building
Dave Simpson

with these materials and we certainly didn’t
invent the idea, but we think we have a few
twists on the process that make our way of
building these flats unique. One of our key
twists: When we are finished with the flat,
we disassemble the frame and reuse the
1-by for the next show.
There are a number of advantages to

Most of this set for Robin Hood was made of cut-and-net drops, but the tree outlined in blue
was a foam flat that travelled on a track.
Start with the foam

a smooth surface.

To begin building these flats, you

• The “blue or pink stuff.” Both the blue

round flats, tree-shaped flats and arches:

need to purchase XPS foam, or Extruded

foam by Dow and the pink foam from

• XPS foam flats are easy to build.

Polystyrene foam. It comes in two main

Owens Corning are the right sheet

• They cost less than flats made of luan

types at your local hardware store:

goods.

• The “white stuff,” or beaded

One important note: XPS has minimal

Polystyrene. This material is most often

flame-retardant qualities. Painting and

called “Styrofoam” and is not what you

back painting the flats with latex paint does

want. It is very fragile and does not have

provide limited protection, but the product

using this system for profile flats, such as

and ¾”plywood.
• Materials used in their construction can
be recycled in future productions.
• Storage issues are minimized.

Left: A flat is framed using a wide-crown stapler. Middle: Close-up of the join. Note the reclaimed
lumber used here. Right: Framing is shown for the peach in James and the Giant Peach.
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needs full encapsulation for even low-level

wall joints. You can apply glue in the joints

though both are 3M products with nearly

resistance to fire.

but we have found no gain in strength is

identical ingredient labels. We have learned

achieved by using glue.

to deviate from the directions on the can,

XPS foam sheeting is available at nearly
any home store or lumber yard. The price

Step 3: Once you have cartooned your

which tell users to “hold the can 4”- 6” away

is slightly higher than that of luan, but the

profile on the foam sheets and cut it out,

from the surface.” Instead, we hold it 10”-

extra cost is more than made up in savings

arrange the foam (with the plastic film re-

12” away. Holding the can too close can

of time and materials.

moved from both sides) on the floor, stamp

cause a quick buildup of the solvent in the

XPS foam also machines easily and

side up. (The ink in the stamp tends to bleed

adhesive, which will etch the surface of the

provides a good surface for paint. One of the

through lighter paint treatments.) Lay the

foam sheet, and thereby degrade the bond

biggest advantages to the use of foam is that

corresponding frame on top of it, front

of foam to wood. Apply the adhesive to

it self-supports a profile. There’s no need for

side down. With a Sharpie or other marker,

both the frame and the foam, and give it a

¾” plywood backing. These flats have the

scribe the outline of the frame on the foam.

minute or two to set.

added advantage of being very light.

This will give you a guideline as to where

Building your flats

on the foam to apply the spray adhesive.

Step 5: Next, carefully align the two
parts and press them together. If you make

We build our flats in the standard rail,

Step 4: Attach the foam with spray

a mistake in alignment you usually can

stile and toggle configuration laid flat,

adhesive, which is a spray-applied contact

carefully – very carefully – remove the foam

Broadway style. The change we make is

cement pioneered by the 3M Company.

with a 6” putty knife. Walking on the frame

in a construction process picked up from

We use Drywall Corner Bead Adhesive

once it is in place provides good pressure

the film industry: We use a 1” wide-crown

(3M formula #61) because it is almost

for bonding.

roofing stapler with ⅝” leg staples to make

$3 per can cheaper than Spray 77, even

(Continued on Page 30)

the joins in the flat. With this method, it
is exceptionally quick and easy to frame
nearly any shape.
Step 1: Apply three staples to each joint
on what will be the back of the flat.
Step 2: Carefully turn it over and apply
one staple to each joint on the front side.
This makes a sturdy, easy to handle and
very light flat frame. No corner block is
needed, so you don’t have to deal with
the gap a corner block creates at 90-degree

Materials and Costs
Below are price comparisons for Broadway framed 4’ x 12’ flats using standard
foam construction and our system of wide-crown stapler construction. These
calculations assume the producing organization has no room to store the flats
but can store the salvaged materials. I’ve excluded fasteners (the upfront cost of
a wide-crown stapler could be depreciated over time) as the price difference is
negligible. Prices are from the local Home Depot. (lf = lineal foot, sf = square foot,
oz = fluid ounce)

Standard Frame w/ Foam Cover
							
unit cost	total
1" x 6" x 12'- $8.98 (ripped to 1 x 3 = $ 0.37/lf)
$ .37 x 49'-1"
= $18.13
1/4" x 4' x 8' Luan- $10.55 ($0.33/sf)		
$ .33 x 4'
= $ 1.32
(keystones, corner blocks)
¾" x 4' x 8' Owens Corning Foamular- $14.26 ($0.45/sf) $ .45 x 48'
= $21.60
Locktite Construction Adhesive for foam- $3.44 ($0.25/ lf) $ .25 x 49’
= $12.25
(approx. 14 lineal feet, per tube, w/ ⅜" bead)			

TOTAL								

$53.30

Dave Simpson

Our Wide-Crown Frame w/ Foam Cover

This cityscape for Thoroughly Modern Millie
was constructed using foam flats.

							
1" x 6" x 12'- $8.98 (ripped to 1 x 3 = $ 0.37/lf)
¾" x 4' x 8' Owens Corning Foamular- $14.26 ($0.45/sf)
3M Formula #61- $6.36 ($0.06/sf)			
(approx. 100 sf coverage in a 16.6-oz can)

unit cost	total
$ .37 x 49'-1"
= $18.13
$ .45 x 48'
= $21.60
$ .06 x 49'
= $ 2.94

TOTAL								

$42.67

Note: Also subtract savings in salvaged lumber and foam, if any, from the total
above for the wide-crown frame to get your actual cost.
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BARTER THEATRE

Born in the Great Depression,
Surviving the Great Recession

I

by Karen Brewster

In 1933, during the Great Depression, Robert Porterfield founded Barter Theatre in the small town of Abingdon in the
mountains of Virginia. Nearly 80 years later, in the worst economic downturn since the Depression, Barter Theatre remains
a survivor – the longest-operating, professional Actors’ Equity Association theatre in the nation, and the only League of
Resident Theatres (LORT) member offering a year-round, 52-week contract. From 1992 to 2009, its annual attendance nearly
quadrupled, growing from 42,000 to 163,513. Today, like other theatres, Barter is facing challenges, but it finished 2011 well
ahead of projections with an annual attendance of about 163,500, nearly as high as its peak in 2009.
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The continued success of Barter Theatre,
the State Theatre of Virginia, comes in spite
of three significant challenges:
• Location
Barter Theatre is the most rural theatre
in LORT, and Abingdon has the smallest
population base of any town or city
supporting a LORT regional theatre, with
a population of 8,191, according to the 2010
census.
“Barter Theatre is the only LORT theatre
not located near a significant Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA),” says Richard Rose,
producing artistic director at Barter.
Abingdon is located in southern Virginia,
133 miles southwest of Roanoke, near the
“tri-cities” region consisting of Kingsport,
TN; Bristol (TN and VA) and Johnson City,
TN.
• Demographics
Barter Theatre faces different demographics from most professional theatres,
with 90 percent of patrons coming from
a 50-mile radius and 70 percent coming
to Barter three or more times per year,
according to Jayne Duehring, Barter ’s
director of advancement. The population is
scattered, and median household income
is $34,284, according to U.S. Census
Bureau data.
“We compete on a national level
artistically and with many of our expenses,”
says Duehring. “However, our sources of
income generated through contributions
and ticket sales compete on a regional scale.
We can only charge ticket prices that the
market will bear since Barter is in a rural
area where the median income is lower.”
• Revenue
Barter receives approximately 62 percent
of income from box office, 24 percent from
contributions and grants, and 14 percent
from other income sources. Other LORT
theatres typically rely on 42 percent or
less from box office, have a substantially
larger percentage (around 45 percent)
from corporate contributions and grants,
and often possess larger endowments,
according to TCG Theatre Facts 2010.
“Big city theatres have access to

Opposite page: Robert Porterfield (right) never missed
a promotional opportunity. When Broadway producer/
director Brock Pemberton (left) came to Abingdon to
direct Harvey in the 1940s, Porterfield persuaded him to
accept a stalk of tobacco and a plump duck as his pay.
Above, top photo: Barter Theatre, shown after a winter
snow, opened in 1933.
Above, bottom photo: The Barter Café, located in Barter
Stage II across the street from the main stage, provides a
place for patrons to enjoy food or drink. While not a major
source of revenue, it is an audience draw.
Left: Barter Theatre attendance increased 10 percent
after Porterfield Square, the area between the
two theatre buildings, was redesigned to include a
landscaped green space, with a 16-foot sculpture titled
“Midsummer Play.”
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corporate money and generous donors,”

What Makes Barter Theatre Unusual?

notes Barter Board of Trustees member Howard McElroy. “Our donors are fewer in number so we must have people in the seats.”
Overcoming Adversity in its DNA

So how has Barter Theatre survived and
grown despite those challenges? Barter
Theatre was founded during hard economic
times, and a survival culture still permeates
the theatre.
“There is no place like Barter,” says Nick
Piper, a Barter actor and director who also
serves as the associate director for new play
development. “This is the blue-collarest
theatre in the nation. We have to work very

• Just three artistic directors in 78 years: Robert
Porterfield (founder 1933-1971), Rex Partington
(1972-1992), Richard Rose (1992-present)
• Only League of Resident Theatre (LORT) member not
located in a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
• Rural location with scattered population and median
income of $34,284
• Used passbooks before they were embraced by other
theatres
• Youngest audience demographics of any LORT
theatre

Richard Rose
Producing Artistic Director

• True repertory company

hard to keep our dream alive here … but all

• Only truly year-round LORT acting company, offering a 52-week contract

dreams are fueled by hard work.”

• 10th largest employer of actors in LORT, based on Equity work weeks in last decade

They come by this hard-working
“dream” honestly. Back in 1933, in the midst
of the Great Depression, Robert Porterfield

award for regional theatre in 1948.

A native of Wisconsin, Rose earned

traveled from New York City back home

Several times a year, Barter Theatre

a Bachelor of Arts degree at St. Norbert

to southwestern Virginia with a group of

honors its Depression-era heritage by

College and a Master of Fine Arts in Theatre

actors in need of work and sustenance.

hosting a Barter Night event, where

Directing and Design from the University of

Money was tight, so he conceived the idea

attendees barter food for admission, with

California at Davis. He did post-graduate

of “trading ham for Hamlet.”

proceeds donated to a local food bank.

work at New York University and worked

Combining Artistry and Business

for the prestigious Juilliard School in New

“With vegetables you cannot sell, you
can buy a good laugh,” was the slogan.

A theatre, of course, cannot survive

York City. His resumé shows work as a

Porterfield knew the farmers in this region

on historical legacy alone. Since 2007, the

production manager, an associate artistic

had surplus food, no or little money, and

economic challenges have proven difficult

director and an artistic director at various

a desire for entertainment. The actors,

at Barter Theatre just as they have at other

theatres prior to coming to Barter Theatre.

meanwhile, had talents and a need to

theatres across the nation. Dwindling

“I knew I wanted to be a producing

support themselves, so they worked

family incomes and fluctuating gas prices

artistic director, and I pursued educational

symbiotically with the community to

have had a measurable impact.

and work experiences in order to achieve
that goal,” Rose says.

create “Barter Theatre.” The initial price of

Barter ’s survival tactics begin with

admission was 40 cents, or the equivalent

Rose, the producing artistic director. Barter

Jack Dempsey, a member of the Barter

amount of produce. And what did the

Theatre has had only three artistic directors:

Board of Trustees, notes, “It is not often you

farmers trade? The Barter website puts it

the founder, Robert Porterfield, 1933-1971;

find an artistic director with a genuine mind

this way: “Imagine a live hog or a dead

Rex Partington, 1972-1992; and Rose, who

for business – Rick manages well from both

rattlesnake for the price of admission. We

came to the job in October 1992. His job

a business and an artistic sense.”

are a theatre of curiosity. And endurance.”

title, producing artistic director, combines

Connecting with the Community

Over the years that followed the opening

the positions of managing director and

Rose’s goal when he accepted the job

of Barter Theatre, Porterfield not only

artistic director, embodying both artistic

at Barter was to make the historic Barter

helped to found the League of Resident

and business responsibilities. Rose began

Theatre a thriving organization both

Theatres (LORT), but also was one of the

the job with the intent of running the

financially and artistically. To achieve his

co-founders of the Southeastern Theatre

theatre in this way. It is his philosophy that

goal, Rose knew he needed to know and

Conference (SETC), a charter member of

theatre management works best when these

understand both the community that

Theatre Communications Group (TCG), a

positions are combined into one.

surrounds the theatre and the patrons

prominent force in the American National

“Theatres that succeed best have a single

who attend and support the theatre. Rose

Theatre Association (ANTA) and a Tony

head,” Rose says. “Joint leadership does not

spent much time in town hall meetings

Award winner. Barter Theatre received the

work as well.”

just listening and learning – a practice he
11

‘Barter squeezes as much life from a production asset
as any company I have ever seen.’

continues to this day. Rose believes strongly

to this arrangement,

in community involvement.

The Barter Players,

“Empathy is a big part of it all,” says

an intern program,

Rose. “Empathy is getting lost in theatre

offers regular morning

but it is a great tool when connecting to an

performances for

audience.”

young audiences.

David Mallette, an associate at the Stam-

“Audiences can

ford, CT-based Management Consultants

come for a weekend

for the Arts and a former LORT theatre

and see two to three or

manager, sees this aspect of the Barter

more of the five shows

organization as key to its success.

offered,” says Piper, an

Leah Prater

- David Mallette, Associate, Management Consultants for the Arts

Civil War Voices by Jim Harris was presented at Barter Theatre
in spring 2011 and toured nationally in fall 2011. It is a musical
that brings the conflicts of the Civil War era to life through the true
stories of five individuals. Shown are Chavez Ravine (foreground),
Rick McVey, Nathan Whitmer and Arthur W. Marks.

“This organization understands what

actor and a director

it means to be an essential part of their

at Barter. “Audiences

community,” he says. “A lot of organizations

become invested in the artists. … They love

in two shows while they are rehearsing two

don’t get this or understand the importance

to see how we change from show to show

shows. … You have at least four shows in

of community connections. Barter does.”

– to do things they didn’t know we could

your head at all times, and the reps change

do and share in our growth.”

four times per year.”

In addition to building strong community connections, Rose has implemented

Rose’s decision to create a true rep meant

Rose makes sure the system stays

three strategies that have helped retain

that Barter had to have a resident acting

dynamic, to keep audiences interested and

and grow Barter’s audience: creating a

company. The Equity actors are in year-

reduce the risk of boredom from seeing the

year-round, true repertory system with

round residence.

same actors in every show.

a resident acting company; pursuing an

“Barter has the only year-round acting

“Our company is not on a ‘class system’

entrepreneurial vision; and developing a

company that I know of,” says Rose, “and

model,” he says. “In the old English system,

brand for the theatre, with play selection

Barter is the only LORT theatre offering a

the leads always played leads and so

aligned to that brand. Some parts of this

52-week contract.”

on. Our company is not like that. I make

formula may work best at theatres like

He notes that the Barter system works

Barter – in smaller cities – but professional

well in Abingdon, but may not be financially

theatres of all sizes can take away some

viable in more urban areas.

choices in casting and directing that push
the variety to keep it dynamic.”
The actors thrive on the challenge

“In large cities where actors are readily

because they get the opportunity to play

True Rep, Resident Acting Company

available, the resident acting model is

roles at Barter that they might never get to

Perhaps the most significant change

probably too expensive,” Rose says.”But

play anywhere else. And the fact that they

Rose brought to Barter Theatre was the

in our situation – a rural community away

have a 52-week contract is a bonus, both

move to a year-round true repertory format,

from large cities and airports – it actually

financially and artistically.

with employment of a resident Actors’

saves money.”

lessons from the Barter Theatre model.

“Barter gives actors the freedom to

The resident acting company includes 14

explore as artists,” says Tricia Matthews, a

A “true rep” is one that alternates

to 16 professional actors and actresses who

company member and Barter acting coach.

shows every day. At Barter, two shows

work at Barter Theatre all year. They reside

Actor Rick McVey adds, “One of my

alternate daily on the main stage and

in Abingdon and perform a full year-round

favorite things about being a member of

two shows alternate daily at Barter Stage

schedule in four repertory blocks (spring,

Barter’s resident acting company is the

II across the street. For example, Cabaret

summer, fall and holiday/winter). Piper,

very conscious challenge we are given

may alternate daily with Dracula Bites on

both an actor and a director, notes that “this

to improve as artists. Twice every year

the main stage and The Road to Appomattox

the only feasible way, economically and

we meet with our supervisor (one of the

and Wooden Snowflakes may alternate

practically, to mount this many shows (20 or

assistant artistic directors) to identify skills

performances daily on Stage II. In addition

more) in a year. Actors at Barter are always

we want to develop or improve.”

Equity Association company.
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Company members also appreciate the
year-round stability at Barter. This gives
them the opportunity to put down roots
and become active in the community – to
buy homes, become involved in churches
and schools, and do all the things that other
community members do – harkening back
to the early days when Porterfield worked
symbiotically with the community to
establish Barter Theatre.
“Some actors stay a year, but mostly
they stay five to seven years, with a few
that have been here for over 10 years and
even longer,” says Diana Hayes, Barter’s
human resources director. “It really all
depends on the actor and Barter’s needs
for the upcoming season.”

Barter Starters: Actors, Writers Who Trained at the Theatre
Barter Theatre has served as a training ground for numerous actors and writers who
went on to garner fame on stage and screen. Among them:
Ned Beatty: Academy Award for Network and Deliverance
Ernest Borgnine: Academy Award for Marty and McHale’s Navy
James Burrows: Creator/Writer, Cheers; Writer, Friends; Producer/Writer, Will &
Grace and Frasier
Hume Cronyn: Tony Award for Hamlet
Frances Fisher: Star, Titanic
John Glover: Tony Award for Love! Valour! Compassion!
Wayne Knight: Star, Seinfeld and Third Rock from the Sun
Larry Linville: Star, television’s M.A.S.H.
Patricia Neal: Academy Award for Hud and Breakfast at Tiffany’s
Gregory Peck: Academy Award for To Kill a Mockingbird
Kevin Spacey: Academy Award for American Beauty and The Usual Suspects;
Tony Award for Lost in Yonkers
Jane Wagner: Writer, Search for Signs of Intelligent Life in the Universe with Lily
Tomlin

Rose notes that it “takes a very special
type of actor to want to do the kind and

notes that Barter stands out among theatres

an educational program. Everyone knows

volume of work that we do here at Barter.

in the LORT “D” category.

the most expensive performance is the

We help develop the careers of actors and

“Their earned revenue percentage is off

first one. Running a show for as long as

encourage them to move on when they

the charts but the cost overhead is enviably

possible and in as many ways as possible

desire and come back when it is good

low (the smallest percentage in our category

is financially wise. All organizations can

for them and we have the opportunity to

as I recall),” says Martin, now John M.

learn from this model.”

employ them again.”

Blackburn Distinguished Professor of

Although frugal in its operations, Barter

The year-round repertory model also

Theatre at Appalachian State University in

Theatre has made significant investments

demands a year-round team of designers,

Boone, NC. “Moreover, the large number of

over the years in capital improvements.

stage managers, administrative staff and

productions and performances make other

These expenditures not only have improved

technicians. The entire company is so

theatres’ statistics pale in comparison.”

the theatre, but also have helped the

active and driven that Rose acknowledges

Part of the reason for Barter’s entrepre-

economic health of the community and the

burnout can be a problem. Even though

neurial approach is the fact that it is box

region. That, in turn, has aided Barter in its

his team members tend to be Type A

office-dependent for many reasons beyond

fundraising efforts.

personalities, Rose still tries to take care of

its control, including its rural location. With

“The fact that we are an economic

his staff, working to help them (and him)

median income lower than the national av-

driver for the region is one of our main

“find a balance.”

erage in the area, contributed income also

fundraising bullet points, and Barter

Entrepreneurial Vision

tends to be lower than received at theatres

Theatre embraces long-term projects even

located in larger population areas.

in difficult times,” says Duehring, Barter’s

Another key to Barter ’s success has
been its innovative style of management

“Barter is forced to be entrepreneurial

emphasizing an entrepreneurial approach.

and look to what will attract audiences,”

“Regarding management, if I choose

says Dempsey, a Barter board member.

to look at five theatres across the country,

“First priority: What goes on the stage?”

director of advancement. “Some donors cite
this as why they continue to donate.”
Danielle Goodrich, director of marketing, notes that most arts venues see an

Barter Theatre is always on my list,” says

In addition to carefully selecting shows,

attendance increase after completing reno-

Mallette, an associate at Management Con-

Barter also gets the maximum mileage

vations. “So we expect an increase this year

sultants for the Arts. “A lot of performing

from each show, Mallette notes.

after our current renovation is complete,”

arts organizations are not creative in terms

“Barter squeezes as much life from a

she notes. Barter Theatre is renovating its

of management, but Barter’s entrepreneur-

production asset as any company I have

main theatre building lobby and expand-

ial approach is evident and distinct among

ever seen,” he says. “They often take one

ing rest rooms, the box office area and the

other LORT organizations.”

production and first give it a long run,

gift shop.

Keith Martin, former managing director

then take it to other theatres, and lastly

Barter attributes a 2009 spike in

of Charlotte Rep and the Richmond Ballet,

they reduce the size and take it on tour as

attendance to the completion of another
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‘Rick Rose has an absolute sixth sense about the
choice of shows.’
- Jack Dempsey, Barter Board of Trustees

capital improvement project – the Porterfield

a

Square development. Porterfield Square,

member. “Rick was

the area between the two theatre buildings,

brought in to inspire

was developed to include updated parking

Barter artistically, and

lots, better lighting and a landscaped

he has exceeded our

green space, with a 16-foot sculpture titled

expectations.”

board

Leah Prater

“Midsummer Play” by Charles Vess and
David Spence as a focal point.

Barter

Rose says “consistency of quality”

“There was a 10 percent increase in

is the Barter brand.

audience attendance once the sculpture

When asked to define

was installed and the Barter Green was

Barter ’s brand more

redesigned and renamed Porterfield

concretely, Rose puts

Square,” Rose says.

it this way: “We focus

Keep on the Sunny Side: The Songs and Story of the Original
Carter Family, developed through Barter’s Appalachian Festival of
Plays and Playwrights, is an example of a musical that succeeded
at Barter and in a national tour. The show has a strong story linked
to the area’s regional heritage. Pictured are Jill Anderson as Sara
Carter and Eugene Wolf as A. P. Carter.

Today visitors easily recognize that the

on new works, Appalachian and Southern

two theatres are part of the same complex,

material, touring productions of the classics

According to Rose, the musical Keep on

and are drawn to the accompanying

and small musicals like our own Keep on the

the Sunny Side is a good example of a show

green space as a location for impromptu

Sunny Side by Douglas Pote.”

that fits the Barter brand. It was embraced

musicals that focus on a strong story.”

gatherings. Rose’s plan is to eventually fill

Rose is an avid collector of information,

by Barter audiences because it relies on a

the area with public art pieces. In addition

whether it is feedback from local CEOs

strong story related to the region’s heritage.

to “Midsummer Play,” the space includes

or information from trending and data

Written by Douglas Pote, the musical tells

another work, “Fantasy on Parade” by

gathering agencies. This information

the story of the legendary Carter Family

Spence, located near The Barter Café.

gathering has directly informed his

and the historic Bristol Sessions recordings.

development of the Barter identity.

It is essentially a story of the beginning of

The Barter Café, added to Barter Stage
II in 2003, is yet another of the capital
improvements Rose has spearheaded.

“You have to find your audience and
know them,” Rose says.

country music, an art form born in nearby
Bristol, told through the love story of A.P.

While the café does not make a high profit,

He has discovered that Barter audiences

it is an amenity that helps make Barter Stage

know what they like, have strong belief

Keep on the Sunny Side is a product of

II successful, Rose says.

systems, and are tolerant of new ideas as

Barter ’s Appalachian Festival of Plays

long as the ideas are presented in non-

and Playwrights, an annual festival

forceful ways.

where each year seven new plays written

“Prior to the café, the annual attendance
at Barter Stage II was 32-35,000 per year,”
Rose says. “The first year after opening the
café, attendance at that theatre increased to
52,000. The café also improved numbers
across the street (at the main stage).”

“Our audiences do not like controversial
subjects put ‘in your face,’ ” he says.

and Sara Carter.

by Appalachian playwrights or set in
Appalachia are read before audiences who

In addition, Barter audiences come from

then give feedback. Plays are accepted

cultural backgrounds where storytelling is

in April, rehearsals begin in June, and

Other capital improvements have

important. The International Storytelling

the readings take place in July. Based on

included a significant renovation to Barter

Center and annual International Storytell-

the interchange between audience and

Theatre’s main stage in 1996.

ing Festival are located in nearby Jonesbor-

playwright, plays are chosen to be fully

Branding/Play Selection

ough, TN. Story is critical for Barter audienc-

mounted in the following year’s Barter

es. For example, musicals are well-received

Theatre season. Keep on the Sunny Side was

only if they include a strong story.

chosen from the festival to be performed

With Barter’s heavy box office dependence, play selection is critical. Rose developed the Barter Theatre “brand” by getting
to know the community and the region.

“Barter did not do musicals prior to my
arrival,” Rose says. “In fact, within the whole

on the Barter main stage, and then became
a popular touring production.

“Rick Rose has an absolute sixth sense

LORT South, you don’t see many musicals.

“Barter has learned how to tour shows

about the choice of shows,” says Dempsey,

I discovered my first year that we can do

without breaking the bank,” says Rose.
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Barter Founder Helped Start SETC and Its Endowment

W

hen Robert Porterfield left New
York to start Barter Theatre in rural
Virginia during the Great Depression, he
had big dreams, but it is doubtful that he
could have envisioned the indelible print
he would leave on theatre across the
Southeast. He not only started a theatre
that would go on to win a regional Tony
Award, but also was one of the founders
of the Southeastern Theatre Conference
(SETC), now the largest regional theatre
organization in the nation. Porterfield also Robert Porterfield
helped originate the SETC Professional
Auditions and was the first donor to the SETC Endowment, which
funds the scholarships offered by SETC. The Robert Porterfield
Graduate Award, SETC’s first scholarship, which currently
provides $3,400 for graduate study in theatre, was named in his
memory.

First $100 for SETC Endowment

One of SETC’s founders

Scholarships for higher education offered through the SETC
Endowment, and the amounts of the awards in 2012, are:
	Robert Porterfield Award: $3,400 to a student entering or
attending a regionally accredited graduate school to study theatre.
Leighton M. Ballew Directing Award: $3,300 to a student
to study directing at a regionally accredited graduate school.
Marian A. Smith Costume Award: $2,300 to a student
pursuing a graduate degree in costume design and/or technology
at a regionally accredited college or university.
Denise Halbach Award: $2,000 to a student to study acting
or musical theatre at a regionally accredited graduate program.
Secondary School Scholarship: $2,100 to a high school
student upon entering a regionally accredited college or university
in the SETC region to major in theatre.
Polly Holliday Award: $1,000 to a student entering a
regionally accredited undergraduate school to study theatre.
William E. Wilson Award: $6,500 to a secondary school
educator pursuing a graduate degree in theatre or speech and

Barter Theatre had already been in existence for about 15
years when the first meeting to discuss whether a regional theatre
organization should be formed was held at Chapel Hill, NC, on April
12 and 13, 1948. SETC was formally created at a second meeting,
on March 4 and 5, 1949.
Mark R. Sumner, SETC Past President and director emeritus
of the Institute of Outdoor Drama, remembers that Porterfield was
one of the professionals from around the Southeast who attended.
When Porterfield passed away in 1971, then-SETC President Robert
Knowles called him “one of the founding fathers” of SETC.
Documents in the SETC archives from the 1950s show that
Porterfield served on the SETC Board, first representing Virginia
and West Virginia, and later handling public relations. In addition,
SETC’s annual convention was held at Barter Theatre in Abingdon,
VA, in 1951 and in 1956.
The birth of SETC Auditions

At the 1951 convention, Barter Theatre presented The Heiress
and “auditions for the Barter Theatre” were held. Those auditions,
Past President Philip G. Hill notes, “are the first evidence of summer
theatre auditions that have since become so prominent a feature
of SETC conventions.” From that point on, “there were summer
theatre auditions for multiple companies recorded in the surviving
programs of all succeeding conventions, but there is no clear record
of how they were organized or who was responsible,” Hill notes.
“Oral tradition generally credits Harry Davis (SETC’s tenth president,
University of North Carolina) and Bob Porterfield for originating and
organizing these auditions.”
In addition to helping create the professional auditions, Porterfield
is credited in oral tradition with developing the SETC auditions format
as well.
“Porterfield is said to have originally suggested the one-minute
time limit which was to become a standard for SETC auditions on
the grounds that in one minute, ‘if they’re any good, you’ll know it,
and if they’re not, it will seem like an hour,’ ” says Hill. “Porterfield
claimed to have gotten that idea from [actress] Ethel Barrymore.”

Robert Porterfield also has been called the father of SETC’s
Endowment Fund because he made the first donation, but the idea
to create an SETC Endowment came from Marian Smith, who later
became executive director of SETC. She remembers that Porterfield
was at the meeting where she suggested an endowment so SETC
would have a financial reserve.
“Bob said if I would get it going, he would give the first $100,”
Smith recalls.
SETC funded the endowment by selling life memberships and,
true to his word, Porterfield bought the first one for $100. After his
death in 1971, SETC decided to name its first scholarship for him.
Since the establishment of the Robert Porterfield Award, the
SETC Endowment has grown significantly through donations,
bequests and investment earnings. Today, the Endowment helps
fund nine awards and scholarships.

Awards funded through SETC Endowment

theatre in a regionally accredited graduate program.
Other awards, and their amounts in 2012, are:
Keynote Emerging Artists of Promise (KEAP) Award:
Provides funds for students with financial need to attend the SETC
Convention.
Tom Behm Award: New award providing professional
development funds to people working in the Theatre for Youth field.
Members can add to the amount available for these awards
or provide money to establish additional awards by making taxdeductible contributions to the SETC Endowment. There are
three ways to donate: You can follow Robert Porterfield’s lead
and purchase a life membership in SETC (now $1,700); you can
contribute funds on your annual convention registration form; or you
can donate online via the "Donate" button on the SETC website
home page at www.setc.org. If you wish, you may specify that your
donation goes to a particular scholarship fund.
- Deanna Thompson
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‘Very few theatres will ever change their programming. If we see a
problem, we can usually adjust very fast. That has enabled us to get in
front of things.’

Leah Prater

- Richard Rose, Barter Producing Artistic Director

One of Barter’s keys to survival is that Rose
moves quickly when he sees a problem
in his season. In 2011, Barter replaced
Swamp Gas and Shallow Feelings with The
Glass Menagerie so Swamp Gas could
undergo further development. Above, Tricia
Matthews and Ashley Campos appear in
The Glass Menagerie.

“The resident acting company is a strong

notes that Barter has a strong educational

aspect of Barter’s touring success. Also, the

program. Barter Theatre reaches out to the

Barter Theatre name is known as a ‘brand’

next generation of theatre-goers through

nationally and that helps our tours become

The Barter Players, under the artistic

successful.”

direction of Katy Brown. The troupe

Bert C. Bach, provost at nearby East

performs shows for young audiences at

Tennessee State University and a longtime

Barter Stage II from April to December and

patron of Barter Theatre, credits Rose’s

performs an East Coast tour to schools and

branding efforts with helping to keep the

other venues from January to March.

theatre alive in hard times.

Looking ahead

“One of the reasons the Barter has

Rose is concerned about what the future

succeeded and continues to succeed is

will bring and believes it will be 2020 before

because in hard times the theatre hasn’t

the economy turns around.

sacrificed its mission,” he says. “Barter
gives the community something it needs.”
In addition to its regular season, he

However, he and his staff hope to keep
Barter growing despite the downturn.
“We have maintained a trend line

Theatre & Dance within the Liberal Arts
Highly Competitive  Academically Rigorous  Nationally Ranked

For Information, contact:
Department of Theatre and Dance
P.O. Box 7264 Reynolda Station
Winston-Salem NC 27109
336-758-5294
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increase of 3 percent per year over the

stayed on top of trends and reacted more

and artistic director of Barter Players, notes

course of 10 years,” says Goodrich, the

quickly than many theatres, shifting shows

that Rose’s success in fulfilling his vision for

director of marketing. “Our goal for next

and shortening runs when necessary.

professional theatre in small-town Virginia
not only has affected audiences, but also has

year is to increase by 3 percent. However, in

“Very few theatres will ever change

a political year there is a lot of uncertainty,

their programming,” he says. “If we see

and spending can decrease until the

a problem, we can usually adjust very

“When a friend of mine in the acting

election results are out.”

fast. That has enabled us to get in front of

company bought a house here, I called Rick

things.”

on the way home from the housewarming

In fact, Rose predicts a decline in 2012

impacted everyone who works there.

contributions to all arts organizations as

He also says the staff at Barter is “pretty

party to say how grateful I was for how his

more individuals and companies put their

good at predicting trends in advance.

dream has affected all of our lives,” Brown

money into the 2012 elections.

Every staff meeting, we ask members

says. “We live, really live, in a beautiful

“Two of our major donors have

to bring in articles that look at what is

town, and we get to do excellent theatre

announced they are pulling contributions

trending, discussion and research on what

every day. Company members have homes

totally or in part to put more money into the

is happening six months to a year out. Our

and families and houses and constant work.

presidential and congressional elections,”

fundraising letter was a result of that.”

I don’t know many other actors, even

Rose says.

In his curtain speeches at Barter Theatre

gifted and successful ones, who can say the

At the end of 2011, Rose took a step

performances, Rose repeats a phrase

same.” n

that many organizations have taken this

trademarked by founder Robert Porterfield:

year – mailing a letter to potential donors

“If you like us, talk about us, and if you

and posting a plea online for donations to

don’t … just keep your mouth shut!” Saying

retain the theatre’s programs in the face of

this familiar phrase before each show, he

lower corporate and government support.

creates a simple connection to tradition for

He says the theatre remains strong,

both performers and audiences.

Karen Brewster, an associate
professor of theatre at East
Tennessee State University, is
co-author with Melissa Shafer
of Fundamentals of Theatrical
Design: A Guide to the Basics of
Scenic, Costume and Lighting
Design. She has served as costume designer for
a number of productions at Barter Theatre.

however, largely because the staff has

Katy Brown, associate artistic director
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The neon-lit Man and Man Base are displayed at Burning Man until their ritual burning in front of 50,000 people on the festival’s last night.

Professor Coaxes Theatre Students ‘Out of Their Boxes’
with Annual Field Trip to Counterculture Festival

A

by Dawn Larsen

As a student of theatre and performance studies, I was trained to examine theatre in a very inclusive way. I explain to my
students that there are five elements of any performance:
• audience;
• performers (director, designers, crew, actors);
• text (even if it is a scenario);
• space;
• candy (costumes, lights, sets, sound, technology).
By looking at performance in this way, we can include even life as theatre (e.g., church, football and Thanksgiving dinners
with family).
22

Ward Haarbauer

Burning Man

This way of examining performance

and get criticism from artists in a non-

is beneficial for our theatre majors and

threatening environment. They participate

What is Burning Man?

minors and also seems to make it more

in creating and facilitating community by

accessible for new students taking Theatre

working within the theme camp in which

See story, Page 26

Appreciation classes, who often have

we live and volunteer for community and

never been exposed to drama. They begin

discipline-related activities at Burning Man.

performance, with many different people

to think of performance in a more critical

Planning the Trip

from many cultures. It allows them to
network with other artists through their

way and thus begin to make very important

Getting to Burning Man is an adventure

connections between the stage and how

in itself. The students are required to help

performance reflects the world, both

me plan the trip, which is a significant

Decommodification teaches them not

historically and contemporarily.

task. We live in the desert, a very hostile

to substitute consumption for participatory

Writing the Grant: Why Burning Man?

environment, for a week. We must bring

experience. Burning Man discourages the

art.

It was this philosophy of performance,

all necessities for living with us, as there

constant stream of media advertising that

as well as my longtime desire to go to the

are no places at the event to buy anything

we all experience in the default world. It

counterculture festival Burning Man in

except ice. We fly to Reno, rent a truck, pick

offers an experiential atmosphere free of

Nevada’s Black Rock Desert, that led to

up our shipped supplies and bikes, buy

constructs disguised as “proper” societal

my writing a grant proposal for Francis

groceries and water, and then make the

behavior, which are really only created to

Marion University’s Quality Enhancement

three- to four-hour drive to the Black Rock

provide corporate profits.

Plan (QEP) program, which focuses on

Desert. Of the six students I’ve taken in the

Radical Self-Reliance helps students

experiential learning. I thought: “What

past three years, three had never been in an

discover and use their own resources to

could be more experiential for rural,

airplane, three had never camped, and one

thrive in an extremely different environ-

Southern fine arts students than to go to

had never used a porta potty. Merely the act

ment.

Burning Man?!” I had no idea how right I

of getting there provided half of them with

was. Burning Man changes our students’

experiences they had never had.

lives.

Radical Self-Expression upholds
the idea that individuals have the right

At Burning Man, we live in tents among

to express themselves in any way that

The majority of our students are from

a group of about 50 Southern Burners at a

they see fit as long as it is not intrusive to

rural South Carolina and often first-

theme camp called Big Puffy Yellow. I chose

recipients. It teaches respect for others, as

generation college students who grew up

to camp with them because most Puffers are

well as nurtures a clearer vision of how

in, and seem to continually exist inside,

from Charlotte, NC, and I thought being

they might want to participate in the world.

little boxes. I believe a big part of my job

with other Southerners would give students

Communal Effort focuses on coopera-

as a professor in the rural South is to get

an instant connection. In addition, Big Puffy

tion and collaboration, the founding prin-

students to come out of their boxes even

Yellow has attended Burning Man for 10

ciples of theatre. It takes a village to make

if it is to only look around quickly and go

years and has some of the best placement

and serve a community of over 50,000.

back in again. So, for the past three years,

of all the camps in Black Rock City, the site

Civic Responsibility illustrates

Francis Marion University has offered

of Burning Man. This year, we could see the

and teaches the value of a civil society,

junior and senior students majoring in

“man” from our community tent.

reinforcing the principle of considering

fine arts (theatre, visual art and/or music)

10 Keys to Learning

others while radically self-expressing.

the opportunity through the QEP program

There are 10 guiding principles for

Leave No Trace stresses the importance

to attend Burning Man with me as their

Burning Man participants that make it

of environment. The event is held on public

faculty sponsor.

not only a unique experiment, but also a

lands policed by the U.S. Bureau of Land

As Southern professors, we can take

revolutionary experience for our students.

Management. Making sure there is not one

students to New York to look around,

The first is Radical Inclusion, meaning

sequin left teaches responsibility toward

see shows and expand their view of

that anyone can be a part of Burning

theatre, but Burning Man goes beyond

Man. That allows our students access

Participation teaches the belief that,

voyeurism to allow them to personally

to numerous cultures, philosophies and

according to the Burning Man website,

participate, collaborate, live among and

people. It helps them to suspend judgments

“transformative change, whether in the

create art with people from all over the

that have become habit in their normal

individual or in society, can occur only

world. They experience their discipline

(Burners call it “default”) lives.

through the medium of deeply personal

on the cutting edge of their art. It also

Gifting encourages students to

allows them the freedom to network with

share their art, be it a tangible object or

natural resources and others.

participation,” a restatement of what the
arts are really about.
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And finally, Immediacy means that
immediate experience, living in the
moment, is the most significant indicator
of Burning Man’s cultural values. This

I thought: ‘What could be more experiential for rural, Southern fine arts
students than to go to Burning Man?!’ I had no idea how right I was.
Burning Man changes our students’ lives.

teaches for me the most important lesson:
to suspend judgment and be fully in the
Student Assignments

moment, thus providing an authentic

event (see story, Page 26). Center Camp,

experience that the students and I have

a large tent that provides a community

The grant I write to take students to

consciously participated in building.

gathering place, has several stages that

Burning Man requires that they “reflect” on

Finding Theatre at Burning Man

present musical, spoken word, dance and

their experience. I require them to journal

stand-up comedy acts.

and video journal, which they then edit into

Putting aside all that touchy-feely stuff,
what about theatre? Performance events

Even if you do not share my view of

a formal presentation that we offer to the

abound. In the printed event guide, there

performance, you’ll still find plenty of

university. Most students create and edit

are as many advertised performances as

theatre at Burning Man. More traditional

a video to explain what the Burning Man

any other type of activity on the Playa (the

theatre offerings in 2010 included a

experience was like. Because the event is so

open desert space at Burning Man). Also,

Shakespeare Camp, which invited all to

experiential, the video often comes across

much of the visual art has a performative

participate as actors in productions of

as more of a montage of images. However,

component. This year, I attended an

Shakespeare. This year, there were many

it is clear how changed they are by their

interactive performance of dancers/actors

varied theatre events, including charades;

experience. It is difficult for them (as well

in goddess costumes inside a geodesic

improvisational theatre games; “Gorilla

as for me) to articulate what Burning Man

dome that featured painted goddesses from

Theatre,” a camp that organized flash mobs;

is. Many cry when they talk about it.

a variety of cultures. There’s also the Billion

and the “Rusty Rebar Show,” a cabaret-

Bunny March, a spontaneous performative

style, one-man performance.

My favorite passage from one student’s
(Continued on Page 29)

STUDENT PERSPECTIVE: Ashley Leamon, Graduate Student, Villanova University

B

Ashley
Leamon
today (top) and
at Burning Man in
2009, when she was
a Francis Marion
University student.

urning Man forever changed the way I look at and function within our world. I have never before
experienced such an environment of unity and togetherness, and I spend my days now trying to
create similar situations in the “real world.”
Upon returning from Burning Man, I had a hard time adhering to a time schedule or re-dedicating myself
to the grind of our society. I missed the easy passage of time with nothing to do but commune with others
and myself while the moon, our ancient observer, watched over us as we lit up the Playa. It was hard to
believe that the world could not transform itself into the world I experienced in the Black Rock Desert.
People traded and bartered goods rather than depending on the fickle dollar. Every tent community offered
a service to the larger community, and everyone had one another’s back. Creativity and free thought are
the norm, with art installations abounding and music pouring out of every space.
At Burning Man, you are not who you have to be in order to make a living or fit into social norms.
You are who you want to be. This is a big reason why most Burners refer to the Playa as home; we
are more at home out there than we are in our “normal” lives.
After a couple months of mourning my entrance back into society, I came to an important
realization: we are at Burning Man just one week a year, but it is my responsibility the other 51 weeks
to bring my Burning Man experience into my world. Theatre is my discipline, so I apply the principles
I learned into my work as a theatre artist. Through radical inclusion, I believe that there is a place for
everyone in theatre and new blood means new perspective. Radical self-expression opens me up to
create unbiased, unselfconscious art and has improved my performances. Immediacy is one of the most
important principles to apply to stage. The idea that the present moment deserves all of our attention and
is the most important thing is the most effective way to pursue an objective when portraying a character.
The level of participation and community that exists at Burning Man creates such a healthy and productive
environment when applied to theatre. The principles I learned at Burning Man have strengthened my craft
and have allowed me to fully enjoy my work in theatre.
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WHAT IS BURNING MAN?

The World’s Largest Counterculture Festival … or Perhaps the World’s Largest Participatory Outdoor Drama
by Ward Haarbauer

T

wo hours east of Reno, NV, we turned off the highway into
a cloud of dust over the Black Rock Desert, a place of
alkaline sand, 110-degree temperatures, 80 mph winds, sudden
thunderstorms, dust storms, and a total lack of flora and fauna. It
was my second visit to an extraordinary show. Here, the week before
Labor Day, over 50,000 people gather to burn The Man, a 40-foot-tall
wooden man whose burning is hoped to soothe the traumas of the
past year and herald a better year to come. When they leave the
town they have created – Black Rock City – they follow their mantra,
Leave No Trace, leaving the Playa (the open desert at the center)
as pristine – and desolate – as before they came.
This is Burning Man, probably the largest counterculture festival
in the world and possibly the world’s largest participatory outdoor
drama. To the uninitiated, it’s odd; but Burners live out its greeting
– welcome home – among compatriots.
Theatre at Burning Man

At Burning Man, you’ll find groups performing nontraditional
theatre, circus arts and multimedia, but in a real sense, Burning
Man itself, rife with ritual and spectacle, is theatre – in the same
way that Italian Renaissance entries and Bread and Puppet Theater
performances are theatre. Viewers at Burning Man are invited to
become participants. Many attendees adopt Playa names and
become Playa characters, balancing their off- and on-Playa selves
during the week. Flying into Reno, I met a musician who urged me
to look for Dr. Zeus on the Playa.
Across the Playa stand sculptures, many over 20 feet tall and
usually utilizing fire as an integral part of the design. They constitute
the event’s “set.” In the center is The Man, the tall wooden figure
elevated on a base, who is the symbol of the festival and who will
burn spectacularly on Saturday night as the Bacchanalian climax.
Also on the Playa is the Temple, this year designed and built by Irish
and New Zealand Burners, assembled and then disassembled in
a donated warehouse in Reno, and moved out on 21 flatbeds for
reassembly. On the walls of the Temple, Burners write messages and
leave personal items which declare their grief, ask for forgiveness
and celebrate relationships. Its Sunday night burning is the spiritual
climax, which will cast the ashes of the temple and its messages to
the endless winds.
As you move around, you’re among rituals. The first is driving a
gold spike into the ground where The Man will be. The cauldron in
front of Center Camp is lit ceremonially by Crimson Rose, one of
the founders of the event, on the first day. As Burning Man comes
to a close days later, she carries fire from that flame through the
crowd to begin the ceremony of igniting The Man. The Billion Bunny
March (short of a billion but a lot of people with ears and tails) and
its newly created counterbalance, the March of the Carrots, are
cheered by crowds and illustrate the humor and the imagination
inherent in the week. Every night, the Lamplighters move silently
out with oil lanterns on long yokes across their shoulders to place
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each lamp ceremonially on its pole throughout the central area.
At night, the Playa becomes a fairyland, encircled by the carnival
lights from the camping areas. Lasers pierce the sky, and art works
belch flame. Many vary their flame sizes according to how well
audience members coordinate designated actions, creating yet
another ritual. Neon lights are everywhere. Burners wearing lights
on nearly any body part wander across the desert watching fire
dancers and celebrating the spirit of the place. Over it all is The
Man, lit in brightly colored neon and serving as beacon, symbol
and center.
The cast

Attendees include the oft-imaged counterculture young people
in tie-dyed clothes, but the majority are serious professionals, with
college degrees and respected places in their communities, who
leave their “default” lives to become part of a world filled with sharing,
with ritual, with days of dust and new experiences, and cold nights
imaginatively lit and warmed by celebrations and carefully tended
campfires. If that sounds like suffering, ask any Burner why it’s joyful.
And join the Billion Bunny March on Thursday. It feels a lot like the
ensemble company that we all wish we had.
The show

To the newcomer (known as the “Burgin”), the Playa looks like
chaos. Walking through the RVs, pop-ups, tents, sleeping bags and
other eccentric housing options leaves me smiling at the diversity
of people and at the logistics required to bring them here. “Art
cars” cruise at the 5 mph speed limit, surrounded by bright colors
projected on the ground by their lasers. This year’s fleet included
a clam, two Star Trek shuttles, a turtle, a collection of skyscrapers,
a dragon, a giant scorpion, a Cheshire Cat and two locomotives.
Larger mutant vehicles included three pirate ships, a double-decker
bus housing an FM broadcast station, a vintage municipal bus, a
giant insect and a tropical island. The latter vehicles each carry 50
or more people perched all over them for art tours of the Playa or
rides around it. They’re surrounded by others on bicycles, creating
a crowd reminiscent of cattle and their egrets roaming pastures.
Many of the vehicles belch fire at night, fueled by propane tanks
on board. It’s as imposing a show as any Disney musical. You’re
surrounded by people costumed as Star Wars troopers, angels and
devils, mimes, as well as people wearing tutus, Victorian frock coats,
eccentric clothing mixes, and, yes, nothing at all, which prompts the
unasked question, “Do they put sunscreen there?!” Those of us not
costumed wonder how some tolerate the 110-degree temperatures.
Over everything, including me, settles a carpet of alkaline Playa
dust stirred up by the Burners’ feet, and vehicles. The rarely ending
winds whip it into dust devils that travel across the Playa.
Directing the action

Despite the look of chaos, this is all run impeccably by a
permanent staff of 35 in a San Francisco office: 10-15 year-round
contractors; as many as 200 temporary engineers and craftspeople
who create 13 semicircular and 15 radial roads for the event and a
9-mile fence set up around the perimeter; and over 2,000 volunteers
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Top row: Left, The Temple of Transition, whose walls bear personal messages of hope, despair and forgiveness left by attendees, burns
Sunday night as the spiritual climax to the event. Second from left, The chaotic Billion Bunny March exemplifies both the humor and creativity
that permeate the festival. Second from right, What is a yacht on wheels doing in the middle of the desert? The Christina is an art car, part
of the mobile “set” for Burning Man. Right, The Man and Man Base, namesake and center of the festival, receives final installation of its neon
lighting .
Bottom row: Left, Timpani Lambada, one of the 259 works of art that make up the weeklong “set” for the festival, is surrounded by
participants on community bicycles. Middle, The Irish Core Project, designed and built by a group of Irish visual artists, is one of a group
of “core projects” surrounding The Man done by artists from around the world. The ritual burning of these pieces, surrounded by crowds
of watchers on art cars, on mutant vehicles and on foot, is the first of a four-night series which gives Burning Man its name. Right, On
Friday night, 400 volunteers in togas pulled the Trojan Horse to the base of The Man to be burned. The dust cloud surrounding the piece is
characteristic of the recurring environment on the Playa throughout the week.

who work during the event. Two portable cranes are on-site to assist
artists in erecting their works. Black Rock City LLC, the producer,
provides $500,000 (yes, that’s the right number of zeros) to the
artists to assist them in creating and transporting their pieces,
sometimes from across the world. During its nine-day existence
Black Rock City is the 11th largest city in Nevada.
Getting your ticket

This year Burning Man was sold out, for the first time, in July
– at ticket prices of $120 to $360, depending on when they were
purchased. Each ticket offers entrance for up to the full week, parking
and camping space, and participation in all activities. To purchase
tickets, visit www.burningman.com.
Absolutely nothing is sold on the Playa except ice and coffee/tea
drinks sold as fundraisers from a festival-run bar in Center Camp
which features non-stop dance and circus entertainers. Whatever
you need, you bring. That includes drinking, cooking and shower
water – people do set up showers outside their tents – plus food,
gasoline for vehicles and generators, and full equipage for whatever
housing space you’ve brought. Theme camps are required to provide
a gray-water recycling system. And whatever you’ve brought, you
take out with you when you go. No pets are allowed since it’s more
difficult for them to Leave No Trace.
The program

When you enter, after rolling in the dust in the Burgin initiation
ritual if you’re a first-timer, you receive a map which locates each of

For more information on Burning Man,
visit www.burningman.com
the 259 works of art as well as the theme and administrative camps,
a remarkable organizational accomplishment given the seeming
chaos. There’s also a 160-page catalog of the week’s parades,
parties, music and theatre performances, and instructional activities,
which range from daylong discussions on improving teaching skills
to hoop, wand and aerial dancing to activities which can be explored
alone or with others and which can’t be listed in this magazine.
Closing the curtain

As we drove out at the end of our time at Burning Man, we were
delayed 20 minutes for the successful search for a child who had
disappeared that evening. I was reminded of the seriousness of the
Burners, who again had provided the largest show I’ve ever seen,
centered in a spirit of ensemble that I admire. I hope I never have
to direct it! n
Ward Haarbauer, retired professor of theatre and former
associate dean of the School of Arts and Humanities
at the University of Alabama Birmingham, continues to
direct and act in community theatre when not at Burning
Man (left). He is a Past President of SETC and the only
member to attend 50 consecutive SETC Conventions.
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Ward Haarbauer

People often travel via bicycle or on art cars. Ride of
Passage (center), an art car, includes stadium seating
from which attendees can watch the burns.

be better, or what we want, if it

and freely express themselves. And I get

doesn’t fit into society’s ‘system.’

to live it for one week a year.

I have learned that anything is

One day last year toward the end

possible, and that humanity is

of the week, I happened upon one of

capable of so many wonderful

my male students, a theatre major, near

things. The world isn’t just one

center camp. He was a little older than a

giant ball of hate and war; there

traditional student because he did two

are so many beautiful things out

tours in Afghanistan before he came back

there that just need to be seen or

home to attend Francis Marion University.

created. Burning Man doesn’t just

He was standing there in a hat, boots and

leave you with specific skills or

a flowery skirt that he had been wearing

new abilities. It opens your mind

most of the week. He looked sort of shell-

up to everything that’s possible

shocked. I said, “Are you all right?” He

and I am so thankful for having

looked at me and said, “I gotta get out of

this opportunity.”

South Carolina.” I thought, “And that is

Wow, that touchy-feely stuff is
(Continued from Page 25)
review of the experience follows:

significant and feeds their art. For me, the
traditional Burner greeting of “Welcome

“This singular experience taught

home!” expresses what I think Burning Man

me more than anything else I’ve ever

is all about. For me, this is how the world

participated in. We spend so much time

should work. It is an open, creative, non-

conforming to the world in which we live

judgmental, collaborative society where

that we never really question what could

participants are allowed to authentically

why I take them to Burning Man. Ladies
and gentlemen, my job here is done.” n
Dawn Larsen is an associate
professor of theatre at Francis
Marion University in Florence,
SC, and administrative vicepresident of SETC. She is
planning her fourth trip to
Burning Man in 2012.

STUDENT PERSPECTIVE: C.J. Miller, Senior Theatre Major, Francis Marion University

B

C.J. Miller
at school and at
Burning Man in 2010.

urning Man was nearly impossible to get my head around so I simply decided to immerse myself in
it. Burning Man is one giant performance from the hearts of those involved. I was able to see this
firsthand as I actually performed stand-up comedy there on two occasions. Just as with any theatrical
performance, it was important for me to understand the audience I was performing for in order to
determine what message I wanted to deliver and how to most effectively deliver it.
Leading up to my first stand-up set, I took part in a “skip parade.” This is exactly how it sounds (I think).
A group of about 20 of us got together and literally skipped for about a mile to our destination, the camp
where stand-up was held. I should mention that everyone, guys and gals, was wearing a skirt. The route
we took was not directly to our final destination, but instead went by various camps and through different
locations as a way to promote the event planned for that evening. We were basically walking, skipping
“fliers” and it worked, as the majority of people who attended the comic show were intrigued by our skip
parade and decided to follow us to the venue. One of the camps we skipped by was a musical poetry
camp. People would come here to play instruments and/or recite poetry, much of it impromptu.
The skip parade took a small pit stop here to stretch and relax while listening to some very
interesting poems and musical pieces. After getting back on our way, we were pleasantly surprised
to be joined by many of the artists from the musical poetry camp, as well as by people who had
stopped by to listen to them. So, in essence, you had theatre attracting theatre on the way to do
theatre.
Everything about Burning Man is theatrical. I believe this to be because what takes place there is a
reflection of who we are internally. In everyday life, we try to express what we feel. We hug someone
to say we love them. We smile to say hello. We clap our hands to show approval. Theatre is a way to
communicate to the world what we feel on the inside. Burning Man is simply a dramatic display of the
manifestation of our souls. Not only is Burning Man the best example of what life should be, it is a prime
example of pure theatrical theatre.
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Outside the Box

(Continued from Page 7)
Step 6: Trim the foam where needed,
and then flip it over so 1 ¼” drywall screws
can be applied every few feet. It does not

DO YOU HAVE AN ‘OUTSIDE THE BOX’ STORY IDEA?
E-mail “Outside the Box” Editor Doug Brown at dwbtdmail@gmail.com. Or come to
the “Outside the Box” workshop at 10:30 a.m., Friday, March 9, in the Chattanooga
Convention Center Meeting Room 21 during the 2012 SETC Convention.

take a lot of screws to back up the bond
if the spray has been applied correctly
and evenly. What is important is that the
screws are properly seated. Overdriven
screws tear the foam surface and make

LOOKING FOR MORE TIPS?
Visit the Publications area of SETC’s website (www.setc.org) to order our book of
previously-published columns, Outside the Box: 25 Design-Tech Strategies to Save You
Time and Money.

both a poor back-up for the adhesive and
more touch-up work. Screw holes can

we usually tear it off in chunks and scrape

for us because we don’t tour with them, we

be filled using your preferred method if

away the remainder. The frames can be

usually build in the space in which we are

necessary.

easily disassembled with little more than

producing, and we don’t store these flats.

Reclaiming materials after use

a hammer and a pair of pliers to pull out

However, a less than careful crew member

One of the most beneficial aspects of this

the staples. We package the lengths of 1-by

or actor can do pretty severe damage to one

scenic construction method is that you can

by length for later use, tossing out framing

of these flats without too much effort. They

save and recycle the 1-bys and sometimes

members shorter than 3’. We also keep and

take a bit more care for the painted surface

the foam as well.

store the foam we can remove in half-sheet

than the average flat and the less they are

or larger sizes for reuse.

moved about and handled the better they

A few caveats

survive. Fortunately, they are easy to patch.

At strike, we remove the screws, pull
off the foam, and take the frames apart.
The foam can be removed intact with a

This system does have an Achilles’ heel.

If you need to have a more durable

putty knife and plenty of patience, but it

As you might suspect, these flats are not

can break rather easily during removal, so

especially durable. This is not a huge issue

surface, you do have an option. You can
(Continued on Page 31)

HELP CREATE A MUSICAL
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Outside the Box

them are readily available, the cost savings

(Continued from Page 30)

are beneficial, storage issues are minimized,

cover the flat with a lightweight fabric

and the finished product is very suitable to

and Elastomeric – the material used to

the task of providing a scenic environment

seal mobile home roofs – which has the

for your show. n

added virtue of providing flame-proofing.
However, the fabric does add weight.
Best uses for foam flats

Next time you are planning a show that
requires large flats, or profile flats, give
these easily constructed, easily reclaimed
scenic units consideration. You may find,
as we did, that products needed to build

Larry Cook is an associate
professor of theatre and a
resident designer for the
Gainesville Theatre Alliance,
a collaboration of Brenau
University, Gainesville State
College, theatre professionals
and the Northeast Georgia community. If you
have questions about this technique, e-mail Cook
at lcook@gsc.edu.
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WORDS, WORDS, WORDS . . .
Editor: Scott Phillips
Words, words, words … [Hamlet II,ii] reviews books on theatre that have a connection to
the Southeast or may be of special interest to SETC members. Scott Phillips, an associate
professor at Auburn University, edits this regular column. If you have a book for review, please
send to: SETC, Book Editor, 1175 Revolution Mill Drive, Studio 14, Greensboro, NC 27405.

Theatre
by David Mamet
2010, Faber and Faber, Inc.
www.faber.co.uk
ISBN: 978-0-86547-928-9
Pages: 157. Price: $22 (hardcover)

enamored with his attempts at codifying
actor training: “Stanislavski’s trilogy is a
bunch of useless gack.” Vitriolic perhaps,
but many actors would agree with him on
this one.
A c c o rd i n g t o M a m e t , t h e m o s t

by Larry McDonald

I

dispensable person in the theatre is the
director. He argues that a play, much like

n Theatre, David Mamet’s new collection

an unpiloted plane in a tailspin, will right

of amusingly brazen essays, the

itself. He draws comparisons to the familiar

controversial writer pontificates on the

rehearsal process moderated by a director

artistic tenets he’s learned after 40 years in

who has no idea what he or she is doing. Yet

the business. The Pulitzer Prize-winning

the play somehow comes together despite

playwright, consistently comfortable in the

the “shenanigans” of some conceptualist

role of cigar-chomping demagogue, faces

who tries to impose his/her meaning on

off against all theatrical customs his keen

the script.

eye deems leftist or ideological.
In the opening chapter, Mamet advises

Is there anyone safe from Mamet’s
chopping-block? Yes: good writers and
good actors, with

the reader that if
theatre were a religion, most of what
follows would be
considered heretical. Framing his
opinions in the
guise of “expres-

According to Mamet, the most
dispensable person in the theatre
is the director. He argues that a
play, much like an unpiloted plane
in a tailspin, will right itself.

sions of love for an

the former being
those who construct
an Aristotelian plot
akin to a hunt, and
the latter being those
with an ineffable Godgiven gift. “Talented
actors must be dealt

ever-widening mystery,” he then sets out

with gingerly … they are the recipient of a

to deliver decrees eviscerating the sacred

gift, which must be respected.”

cows of the art form.

A picture is worth a thousand words,

Foremost in his literary cross-hairs

as they say. The photograph on the book

are directors, academic theorists and all

jacket depicts Mamet sitting in the seats of

apostolic forms of Stanislavski-based

a traditional theatre – wearing a hat, with

actor training. The author repeatedly

his feet propped on the seatback in front of

draws parallels between himself and

him. Breaking all the rules, this theatrical

Stanislavski. He miraculously recognizes

iconoclast is a refreshing (albeit grouchy)

through viewing old show photographs

voice in an often provincial art form. n

that the Russian master was, like himself,
a horrible actor. Foiled by his inability to
act, Stanislavski turned to the only thing he
had left, “the desire to observe and admire,”
i.e. directing and philosophizing. Mamet
suggests that Stanislavski “probably”
was a good director, although he’s not so
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Larry McDonald is an assistant
professor and head of acting
at Columbus (GA) State
University, where he teaches
the two-year Meisner sequence.
He is a member of Actors’
Equity Association and has
worked in regional theatre around the country.
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